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[Pleasantries] 

My DOJ family, as we celebrate our 121st Anniversary, let us first give 

ourselves and this Department a round of applause. 

Let me congratulate as well our employees who have served this Department 

with loyalty and dedication. 

It has been six months since I was appointed Secretary of Justice. 

And I must admit that it has been among the most challenging yet fulfilling 

six months in my career as a lawyer and as a public servant. 

I remember sharing with you here on these very grounds, during my first 

flag-raising ceremony, my suspicion back then that the Department was 

eroding from the inside. 

That suspicion proved correct, literally and figuratively. 

Early on, I observed and witnessed the demoralization from within of those 

who comprise this Department. 

And I vowed to myself not to allow such demoralization to fester much 

longer, otherwise we risk neglecting our public in bad need of our service. 

It is for this reason that the team I formed to help me in steering this 

Department is at once youthful in spirit and mature in outlook. 



Given the herculean task before us, the need for young blood to reinvigorate 

our energies and for old souls to steadily guide us in restoring the dignity 

and integrity of this Department was not lost on me. 

I therefore urge each of you - our team of Undersecretaries and Assistant 

Secretaries, and the permanent officers and staff of this Department as well 

as our attached agencies - not only to work with each other but to fully 

engage and participate in the process of re-envisioning our Department's 

reason for being: that of ensuring justice for all without fear or favour. 

There shall be neither passive leadership nor blind obedience amongst us. 

We shall all work as equals, with neither seniority nor hierarchy. 

The superiority we shall recognize is the superiority of ideas and the 

correctness of thought and of our moral compass. 

Those in the permanent plantilla should cease to see those appointed to 

assist me in managing the workload and day to day affairs of our Department 

as merely fleeting tenants in our office. 

For in reality, the privilege granted to all of us in being part of this 

Department is but ephemeral. 

I am however confident that with an open mind, we can all learn from each 

other and fashion a new paradigm and fresh perspective in performing our 

tasks. 

These, I hope, will not only be of use in our present endeavours, but will 

benefit all of us as well as this Department even years after those of us 

recently appointed shall have been replaced. 

Our collective aim should be to plant the seeds of reform that it may spread 

roots far beyond the here and the now. 

Those of us now occupying leadership roles hope to leave in your hands a 

Department of justice of a better reputation, and one that truly lives up to its 

name. 
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I am aware that many of you have been here for years and decades. Many of 

you have witnessed the changing of the guards far too often. 

Such changes are of course to be expected with the change in our political 

leadership, policies and temperament 

I hope, however, that such changes have not extinguished the fire of idealism 

in you, the very spark that led you to join this Department in the hopes of 

giving justice to those whom it is due - especially to the downtrodden and 

the least privileged of our brethren. 

My aim in the past six months and in the months ahead has been and will still 

be to stoke the embers of that spark in each of you that we may collectively 

rekindle in our people the hope that justice in their lifetime and in ours, is 

neither illusory nor illusive, but real and within reach. 

If even for a moment, I stoke that spark in each of you, then I shall consider 

my role fulfilled. 

The reorganization we introduced should therefore generate a 

transformation in our morale and in our perspective. 

We cannot afford a single bystander in our midst 

We are touted as guardians of the rule of law. And that, we shall strive hard 

to be - through hard work and dedication, irrespective of the sacrifices and 

personal costs it demands from us. 

Today, we stand facing a new façade - one that is cleansed and newly 

repainted. 

Let this be the symbol of our new found optimism, and a reminder of the task 

we set for ourselves - that of cleansing from within, that we may start a chain 

of reform not only in the justice sector but in our larger society, and in the 

rest of our nation. 

For 121 years since its foundation, this Department has stood the test of 

time. 
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It has been given many names - Office of the Attorney of the Supreme Court, 

Ministry of Justice, Commission of Justice, to cite a few. 

I suspect that up to this day, we have actually been called quite a few more 

names, unofficially that is. 

And for that we may have to thank a few media personalities and our 

detractors. 

But here and now, our name is the Department of Justice. 

And under my watch, each of us shall work hard - without hesitation or 

excuse - to give flesh to, and to continuously earn and live by, that name. 

Thank you once again and I laud all of you for your service to this 

Department. 

Happy anniversary to us all! 
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